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Background: Design-based research frameworks have become more widely embraced by education researchers since 2003. Ann Brown (1992) first suggested design-based research as a means to move research about learning from the laboratory to the classroom setting. Design-based research does not imply particular methods, but rather is an epistemological approach to carrying out research projects focused on the design of an innovation. This shift in epistemological outcome shifts how researchers consider evidence gathering and analysis. So how are engineering education researchers using and reporting on design-based research?

Purpose: The design of educational innovations should be situated in context and balance both theory and practice. In this paper, we summarize research in engineering education that has used a design-based research approach. We first describe design-based research from a theoretical and epistemological perspective and then present its use thus far in engineering education settings. Our goal is to suggest it as a useful model for undertaking engineering education research that advances knowledge about the design of learning environments.

Scope: Our analysis is situated in significant features of design-based research (Kelly, 2004; Sandoval, 2014). Our review process began with systematically searching for articles and then coding them for the features of design-based research. We have coded a set of engineering education and design-based research articles to summarize the contexts, conjectures, and design cycles.

Discussion/Conclusions: We found articles across K–12 and higher education settings. The articles focused on designing models and tools for engineering education including curriculum, tasks, and frameworks. First, design-based research in engineering education includes conjectures about engineering disciplinary practices, problem-based learning, and affective aspects of students’ learning. Second, cycles of design inform improvement and theory development. Design-based research is still emerging in engineering education but has potential for building knowledge and developing resources grounded in practice.
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Design-based research as a methodological framework for research now has a long history in education dating back to the initial article by Ann Brown (1992) that explored how research about learning needed to move from the laboratory to the classroom in order to examine the intersection of theory and practice. The increased use of design-based research continued in the early 2000s with the publication of special issues in Educational Researcher and the Journal of the Learning Sciences plus handbook volumes (e.g., Kelly, Baek & Lesh, 2008; van den Akker et al., 2006). During this same period, Journal of Engineering Education created a new mission focused explicitly on research and scholarship in engineering education (Lohmann, 2003) and the field of engineering education research experienced growth and development. However, engineering education research has been slower to adopt design-based research frameworks than other education disciplines (e.g., science, math, and literacy). For instance, a review of design-based research found only 10 papers in engineering and technological sciences (including computer science) published between 2003–2013 and 61 in natural science (including mathematics) during the same period (Zheng, 2015). Anderson and Shattuck’s review (2012) found that half of the available articles focused on science, and the remainder on math, literacy, or other disciplines.

We present this synthesis to explore how design-based research has been used in engineering education research and present a rationale for why a design-based epistemology for research is particularly meaningful for engineering education.
We begin by explaining salient distinctions between design-based research and other framings of education research. Then, we present a systematic review of existing papers in engineering education that use a design-based research methodological framing to guide the projects. We ultimately identified 17 papers to include in our analysis and synthesize how they approach characteristic features of design-based research. Our goal is to answer: how are engineering education researchers using and reporting on design-based research?

Epistemology and Features of Design-Based Research

Design as an Educational Research Endeavor

Design-based research frameworks have become more widely embraced by education researchers since 2003. Ann Brown (1992) first suggested design-based research as a means to move research about learning from the laboratory to the classroom setting. More recently, design-based research methods have been adopted to develop innovations in teaching and learning while also researching questions about teaching and learning (e.g., Hermes et al., 2012; Hira & Hynes, 2019; Kieran et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2014). Design-based research does not imply a particular set of methods, but rather is an epistemological approach to carrying out a research project focused on the design of an innovation. This shift in epistemological underpinning influences how researchers consider evidence gathering and analysis. For instance, if we approach the study of educational innovations as a design process rather than an experimental process, how does that shape the types of evidence that are used and the design of studies? If we shift from the testing of hypotheses, to the development of design principles and conjectures, how does that shape the research?

Design-based research is concerned not only with the question “Did it work?” but also the question “How did it work?” Design-based research is also concerned with how to make it better over more time, more settings, and with more people (Collins, Joseph & Bielaczyc, 2004). Epistemologically, this is a distinct way of thinking in terms of research design and the kinds of evidence that would support claims to make about what is developed. There is a distinction between testing hypotheses and designing a framework or a model (The Design-based Research Collective, 2003). The design-based researcher is interested both in what went well and what didn’t go well in order to refine the design over time (e.g., Newstetter, 2005). Variation between settings is not something to be controlled but rather something natural in the context in order to understand the generalizability of the design from setting to setting (The Design-based Research Collective, 2003; Kelly, 2006; Wang & Hannafin, 2010). Design-based research is also concerned with clarity about in what settings a design might work – not all designs are suitable for all settings. So, the design-based researcher should be clear about what is being designed and for what purpose.

A signature feature of design-based research is the development of working theory alongside the design of learning environments, tools, strategies, models, or resources. The design-based research process was originally conceived to understand learning in authentic contexts (e.g., Brown, 1992; Collins et al., 2004). Later authors explain the pragmatic purposes for design-based research as meeting the needs of the users of educational resources (e.g., Anderson & Shattuck, 2012; Sandoval & Bell, 2004; Wang & Hannafin, 2005). So what is developed is grounded in theory and practice and informs theory and practice. Design-based research explores the notion that researchers and educators can systematically gather evidence about learning and learning environments to develop and test theory at the same time that resources are designed (Cobb et al., 2003). Within this process is exploring how the resources are usable and used in multiple settings and contexts.

Stages of Design: Cycles and Iterations

“By studying a design with an eye toward progressive refinement, it is possible to develop more robust designs over time.” (Collins, Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004, p. 19).

“Nevertheless, the force of design research resides in an idea that unifies all of engineering—the concept of failure.” (Sloane & Gorard, 2003, p. 30).

Understanding what needs to be improved is as important as understanding what worked. In design-based research, because the objective is developing a resource, model, or framework that is usable in practice and guided by theory, the process of design is examined and documented as closely as the final product. In addition, a cyclic process brings in different forms of evidence about the context and the learners (e.g., cognitive, affective, social; Collins, Joseph & Bielaczyc, 2004). Progressive refinement means that design-based researchers report on variations and revisions as designs are improved. Along the way, they may also develop theory about education (e.g., Langman et al., 2019). For engineering knowledge, many concepts have not been studied at length so understanding and documenting students’ development of knowledge needs to occur and tasks need to be designed to elicit that knowledge. For instance, students’ learning in interdisciplinary settings needs further exploration for assessment and task design (Van den Beemt et al., 2020). Gainsburg (2015) explored the epistemological perspectives of engineering students about mathematics and similar studies could be done about science or computer science related to engineering. So how do engineering students view the role of computational thinking in engineering or develop understanding of computational thinking in engineering courses? Some stages of design-based research might be used to gather evidence about students’ conceptions of the content in addition to how the learning environment is designed. Evidence takes multiple forms depending on the questions of the designers, researchers or other stakeholders at different cycles of the research.
The iterative and cyclic process of design is a hallmark of design-based research. For example, Bannan-Ritland (2003) explains the Integrative Learning Design Framework that describes cycles of a design-based research process in education as grounded in design in other fields (e.g., technology, user-centered design). There are early stages of pilot testing and refinement that precede later stages that analyze the impact and implementation of a design. Examples in engineering education have explained such design cycles (e.g., Dasgupta, 2019; Hira & Hynes, 2019) as part of the research process. As a result, the sources of evidence at various stages vary depending on the research questions and the stage of the design process. For instance, in early stages, the research team needs to understand if the design works in a particular setting and then in later stages will shift to other settings to understand possible variations. The question for the project may not be “Did they learn?” but “What are they learning?” because the knowledge developed may need to be analyzed particularly for complex skills like learning about the engineering design process.

Design Principles & Conjectures

Another signature feature of design-based research is the creation of design principles (Wang & Hannafin, 2005) or design conjectures (Sandoval, 2014). In this structure, the research team makes explicit the rationale for how and why a design was developed and what it is intended to accomplish. These principles can be grounded in theory about learning. Principles are then embodied in the designs that are created. The iterative testing of the conjectures or principles is the goal of the study (e.g., Dasgupta, 2019; Hira & Hynes, 2019). Such conjectures may be refined as the cycles of the study proceed. The goal then is to not just produce one tool or resource but the principles that would guide the design of other tools and resources. There is an emphasis in design-based research on applicable, authentic contexts for research (Bannan-Ritland, 2003; Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer & Schauble, 2003; Edelson, 2002; Wang & Hanafin, 2005). This is important for engineering education because the contexts of engineering problems are constantly changing. In engineering education, there is a priority placed on real-world applicable experiences, so limiting research to a particular task is not as productive for the field as understanding a space of tasks that might be defined by a set of underlying principles for their design. It is the role of the research team to explain how and when such principles might be meaningful. For instance, do the same principles for designing tasks apply across K–12 and undergraduate education or do conjectures for design tasks vary across these settings?

Sandoval (2014) describes the fundamental tension in educational design research as researchers grapple with the dual commitment of better understanding of learning processes as well as improving educational practices (p. 20). Theory, then, must be the initial step in conceptualizing design research: researchers must consider how, when, and why learning may happen as a result of the design in a learning environment. Sandoval refers to this theoretical conceptualization as a conjecture (2004; 2014). Bakker (2018) describes conjectures as hypotheses that “follow from some emergent theory that still needs to be tested empirically” (p. 48). Design research requires that researchers begin with a working theory that is embodied in a design, which is then iteratively tested and modified to achieve the desired learning outcome (pedagogical goal). The process is as interesting as the outcome as researchers learn what works in their particular environment. Sandoval (2014) explains that conjecture mapping codifies explicit conjectures and their expected performance to achieve learning outcomes, thereby making the abstract theory concrete and testable.

Conjecture mapping offers a way to visualize abstract thinking through use of active terms and connections between theory and key features of the design. A conjecture map can help coordinate theory with design decisions as researchers plan intervention components to address an identified learning problem. A conjecture map begins with a predictive hypothesis about how a potential learning support will work in the desired context. The conjecture is then embodied in a design, which should lead to mediating processes that support desired outcomes (Bakker, 2018). The embodiment of the conjecture includes the tools, measures, structures, and discursive practices, which can also be considered the characteristics of the design (Bakker, 2018). In turn, design conjectures connect the embodiment to mediating processes, which are the mechanisms of the study that connect the conjectures to the desired outcomes. For example, in Hira and Hynes (2019), one of the final principles for their learning experiences was “be human-centered” (p. 114) and they explain two mediating processes (or mechanisms) that support that principle and achieving the learning outcomes as “include authentic clients (real or fictional)” and “Prompt students to frame problems by defining the people, what those people want to be improved, and the nature of the improvement” (p. 114). As another example, Newssetter’s work for problem-based learning in biomedical engineering included the principle “scaffolding to support reasoning” (p. 209). The mediating process was a means for students to organize a white board to focus on different aspects of the problem that started with a diagnosis model from medicine using facts and hypothesis but evolved to pieces from engineering reasoning incorporating problem recognition, modeling, and validation (Newssetter, 2005). The mediating processes, in turn, are connected by theoretical conjectures to the study outcomes. In every step, then, theory must be actively considered and applied to the research in order to test and understand how (if?) it works in the intervention context (Bakker, 2018; Sandoval, 2014). However, Bakker reminds us that feedback loops between design and conjecture and also between design components must also be considered as the design and theory evolve during an experiment (2018, p. 57).
Conjecture mapping is a useful technique in engineering educational design research as it lends focus to the working theory and the possible designs that enable the theory to influence and impact the learning environment. As Cobb and colleagues explain, the working theory is “held accountable to the activity of design. The theory must do real work” (Cobb et al., 2003, p. 10). Therefore, in this synthesis, we consider the affordances of conjecture mapping on the corpus of engineering education design research studies. We consider the evidence of theory presented to support the design and intervention, look for conjectures to connect the theory with the embodied design, describe the design cycles, and examine the relevant details presented within and across studies to understand the overall state of design-based research in engineering education.

Systematic Review Process

Systematic reviews are useful when existing work needs to both be synthesized and when that synthesis can support forward movement on research in the discipline (Cooper & Hedges, 2009; Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). We acknowledge the nascent state of design-based research in engineering education, yet there is a growing corpus of literature and enough research to provide some early recommendations for future work. The systematic review process provides guidelines and organization to the process of synthesizing published articles in a consistent way to identify patterns in the research and gaps that might be filled in the future. Systematic reviews that are focused on reports of original research provide a standardized approach to review, ensuring more thoughtful analysis that leads to reliable and valid findings. In order to understand the evolution of design-based research as an emergent methodology in engineering education research, this paper presents a systematic review of the literature from 2003–2019. We selected 2003 as the starting point for this review due to the influential nature of the Educational Researcher special issue on design-based research published that year. We have situated the analysis in guiding concepts from design-based research (Kelly, 2004, 2014; Sandoval, 2014). To structure our work, we follow procedures outlined by Cooper (2010) which includes (a) formulating the problem, (b) searching the literature, (c) gathering information from studies, (d) evaluating the quality of the studies, (e) interpreting the evidence, and (f) presenting the results. We have identified the problem as a need to understand the corpus of engineering education research that has used design-based research methodology in order to determine how and when the methodology is used. By synthesizing the existing design-based research publications, we can formulate a clear picture of how design-based research is used in engineering education. In turn, this invites a discussion of future work possibilities.

Searching the Literature

We began the synthesis process by searching in the Education Research Complete database using the terms design-based research, design research, and developmental research plus education to locate general education-based design studies. The search parameters included publication in English, in a peer-reviewed journal, and a publication date of 2003 or later. While we recognize that publication bias exists, we adhere to the notion that the peer review process to vet research is desirable to gain an overview of design-based research in engineering education, and we therefore chose to exclude grey literature from this synthesis. Further, adhering to peer-reviewed journal publications offers a more consistent approach to reporting and the ability of researchers to extract information from those reports (Cooper, 2007; Rothstein & Hopewell, 2009). Our focus was on understanding research studies using design-based research frameworks so we wanted articles with as much information about the research reporting as possible. Therefore, this synthesis may be considered purposively sampled from the extant literature on design research in engineering education.

Initial searching returned a broad set of 7,900 articles. We next added the limiting search term engineering education, which reduced the set to 149 articles. We then examined titles and abstracts, and eliminated all that were not actually reports of design research, which further reduced our results to 35 potential articles for preliminary review. Criteria for the initial review included 1) ensuring the article referenced design-based research (or variations) as a research methodology, theoretical framework, or conceptual framework and 2) excluding projects about design education, or design projects as structures for students’ learning. After a preliminary review of each article, we determined that 23 were not focused on engineering education, or did not employ design-based research methods in their research, and so those articles were excluded from further review. To ensure we hadn’t missed articles specifically in engineering education publications, the first author next performed a hand search for design-based research and design-based implementation research of the Journal of Pre-College Engineering Research (J-PEER) and the Journal of Engineering Education (JEE), yielding 13 additional articles for review. Of those 13, five were discarded for editorial stance (2), other research methods (2), and research review (1). At this point we had 20 articles found to be design-based research studies. Three articles summarized long-term design-based projects as overviews of their work (Bernhard, 2010; Chiu & Linn, 2011; Marshall & Berland, 2012), but these articles did not include descriptions of the research methods or findings that would allow synthesis with the other articles in terms of research design. Instead, these three articles were more expository and editorial in nature rather than reports of specific research findings. We did not follow

---

1 Design-based implementation research was added as a search term for the two engineering journals based on the suggestion of a reviewer. Only one article in J-PEER (Gale et al., 2019) was found using this search term.
Gathering the Information & Evaluating Quality from the Studies

Each of the 17 articles were coded for (1) general study elements and (2) specific design-based research elements to summarize the types of evidence that were gathered, the nature of what was designed, and general outcomes. We began by coding for the study elements, including evidence of conceptual or theoretical frameworks underpinning the research, educational focus in K–12 or university settings, specific research questions and goals, stakeholder and participant information, data collection, and data analysis using a spreadsheet format. Following that initial reading by both authors of all the articles, we created a coding structure for the design-based research elements including design principles, conjectures, embodiment or description of what was designed, and general outcomes. Each author created a separate coding table for the design-based research elements for half the articles.

Many systematic review studies include an in-depth assessment of the quality of the studies for the purposes of eliminating flawed studies with potentially questionable findings (Cooper, 2010). Our research seeks instead to understand how investigators are using and reporting design-based research. Our goal is not to make inferences about the findings of their studies, but rather to understand how design-based research is being operationalized, framed, and used by investigators. For reporting, given the large scope of many design-based research projects, we expected that most papers would report on only some components of the project that may be defined by a specific time period, the phase of the design process, a participant group, or another phenomenon of interest. In addition, there was large variation in methods used across qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods research and evaluation so we also did not want to make comparisons about quality in a diverse but small sample of articles. In each article, we found selected information about their questions, data collection, and data analysis procedures even if incomplete in some ways. Based on our findings, we also provide suggestions about areas we see for improvement in design-based research and reporting that would not have been possible without in-depth analysis of the full set. The results of our analysis are presented in the following sections.

Findings: Interpreting the Evidence

Our findings are organized by aspects of design-based research: (1) research questions, (2) context, (3) cycles of design, and (4) conjectures, principles, and embodiment of designs. After the initial review, we selected these features to both synthesize general aspects of the projects (e.g., research questions, context) and analyze specific features of design-based research projects (e.g., cycles of design, conjectures, principles, embodiments of designs). The findings are reflective of the variation in contexts and interests in engineering education research and the focus on design of learning environments and innovations. Twelve of the publications were found in engineering education outlets (Journal of Engineering Education, Journal of Pre-college Engineering, European Journal of Engineering Education, and International Journal of Engineering Education). Five articles were from other areas in education research (Educational Technology Research & Development, Higher Education, Teacher Education Quarterly, and Journal of Cooperative Education & Internships). This is reflective of the multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary nature of engineering education as a whole and design-based research specifically.

Synthesis of Research Questions

The research questions were extracted from each article to learn what the project sought to understand or to design. For K–12 education, there were eight papers. For higher education, there were nine papers. Table 1 describes how the papers were organized by focus on the learning experience or the instructor/teacher level. Two themes emerged in the coding of the research questions. The first theme was that many projects focused not only on students’ or teachers’ knowledge of engineering, but also focused on affective variables like interest, motivation, or dispositions for engineering. These kinds of affective variables are complex and difficult to measure, but they are important for considering the design of learning environments. The second theme focused on designing meaningful or authentic engineering learning experiences for students. These experiences needed to be a representation of the discipline of engineering, possible work environments, or connected to students’ interests that might influence the selection of task contexts/situations. The development of disciplinary knowledge was intertwined with the affective considerations. Projects attempted to balance both these areas. These two themes are linked in that the goal of a meaningful and authentic task is connected to supporting and developing students’ interest in engineering. The pedagogical strategies and structures selected (e.g., problem-based learning, design tasks/challenges, modeling, cooperative education) are conducive to developing disciplinary knowledge in meaningful contexts that are authentic to engineering.

Synthesis of Study Focus

Of the studies examined in this systematic review, eight explored aspects of engineering education in K–12 settings (Blanchard, 2015; Dasgupta, 2019; Gale et al., 2019; Hardre et al., 2010; Hira & Hynes, 2019; Langman et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2014; Tang, 2013). Moore and colleagues (2014) sought to create a standards framework to inform quality K–12 engineering education.
Hardre and colleagues (2010) examined residential professional development to build teacher effectiveness in engineering education. The remaining five examined designs to build student interest and engagement in engineering through problem-solving activities and clubs. Hira and Hynes (2019) were the only researchers who included upper elementary students in their study. The other researchers focused their work in middle and high school settings. Langman and colleagues (2019) explored model-eliciting activities in both high school and college settings, so it is categorized in both K–12 and higher education. Nine studies examined design-based research in university and community college settings (Diefes-Dux et al., 2010; Friedrichsen et al., 2017; Guloy, 2017; Langman et al., 2019; Newstetter, 2005; Spelt et al., 2015; Todd et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2014; Yueh et al., 2014). Of those, Diefes-Dux et al. and Friederichsen et al. focused on the instructors through development of tools to aid reliable and valid student evaluation, and a network for sharing concepts, respectively. Guloy and colleagues examined paired learning supports for first-year engineering and computer science students in order to increase student success. Yueh and colleagues examined a framework for assessing e-learning design for virtual nanotechnology labs.

Table 1: Study Context and Focus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Experience</th>
<th>Teacher/Instruction Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K–12 Learning</td>
<td>Gale et al., 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environments, Tools &amp; Resources</td>
<td>Hardre et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moore et al., 2014 (K–12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate/Higher Ed Learning</td>
<td>Friederichsen et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environments, Tools &amp; Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Articles listed in italics are focused on affect (e.g., interest, motivation) of students or teachers. Gale et al. (2019) is listed in both learning experience and teacher focus because it included data about the perspectives of both students and teachers.

Overall, we noted that students are the key stakeholders in the corpus of studies. Most of the K–12 studies (Blanchard et al., 2015; Dasgupta, 2019; Gale et al., 2019; Hira & Hynes, 2019; Langman et al., 2019; Tang, 2013) sought to increase opportunities for middle and high school students (and their teachers, as in Hardre et al., 2010) to explore engineering in engaging formats in hopes of stimulating interest in future STEM careers. Most of the university studies explored coursework and student engagement in practical problem-solving to model the pragmatic, real-world nature of applied engineering across subfields (Diefes-Dux et al., 2010; Newstetter, 2005; Spelt et al., 2015; Todd et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2014; Yueh et al., 2014). Guloy and colleagues (2017) were somewhat unique in that their work focused on supporting engineering students outside of class in order to keep them engaged and motivated in their coursework. Together, these studies reflect the desirability of design-based research to address problems of practice and reveal the nuances of specific designs in real educational contexts (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012).

Design Cycles and Iterations
As discussed previously, the iterative and cyclic nature of design-based research is a common feature of the methodology that distinguishes it from other types of education research. Since it is a design process, having such cycles and iterations is a key component of describing how and why the object of design was developed as well as the findings and outcomes.

For Yueh, the article was not specific about the grade levels of the learners; however, based on references to common constructs for higher education (e.g., laboratory assistants) and review of another article on the same topic by the lead author, we have inferred that they intend a higher education context (Yueh & Sheen, 2009).
We have summarized how the papers diverged in terms of explicitly reporting on multiple cycles or not. We are intentional here about describing this as reporting to indicate that a design-based research study often includes more than what is any individual paper (e.g., more cycles, additional data types or findings). It is not uncommon for individual articles to only report on one aspect or component of the design-based research project because of the complexity of such projects. This does not disqualify the studies from being design-based research, rather it is a choice on the part of the researcher(s) about what aspects to publish and at what points. For example, the publication of an impact study conducted as part of the design process (e.g., Blanchard et al., 2015) or a comparison of two research sites (e.g., Gale et al., 2019) does not mean the study as a whole is not design-based research. It only means that the researchers have selected to publish findings about an impact study. Table 2 presents the organization of the articles by the cycles reports and the criteria describing each category.

Within the papers reporting on multiple design cycles or iterations, the tool or curriculum resources being designed may go through multiple iterations (e.g., Diefes-Dux et al., 2010; Finelli et al., 2015; Langman et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2014; Newstetter, 2005). In these types of studies with tasks, activities or pedagogical tools, students' work on the tasks is a critical source of evidence to support refinement of the design. Designers document this evidence either using artifacts from students (e.g., written responses to tasks) or observations (e.g., videos of classroom work or small groups of students). Researchers may support this evidence with interviews or surveys about students' experience. However, to understand the design of the task itself, design-based researchers need to document how students completed the task in order to know whether the guiding principles or conjectures were met or not. Alternatively, the conjectures or principles guiding the design may also be refined (e.g., Hira & Hynes, 2019; Newstetter, 2005). Students' work on tasks and observation of students' solving tasks informs these revisions as well. For instance, Newstetter states, "In analyzing the results from our initial design experiment, we speculated that the scaffolding system from medicine might be the culprit. We hypothesized that it was failing to guide students towards engineering solutions which utilized diagrams or models as a starting point. We needed a model of engineering reasoning and problem solving, less based on diagnosis" (p. 210). The investigators are revisiting the principles underlying their design and describing a design failure. This explicit description of failure is a significant piece of design-based research as it is important to document the design processes' successes and failures, strengths and weaknesses.

The papers reporting on single cycles or single aspects of a design-based research study have a different purpose in their reporting. These papers report a single macrocycle or phase of the larger design, with multiple microcycles encompassing smaller data collection, analysis, and revision cycles (Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006). For instance, Tang (2013) documents media representations of engineering that students' encounter in informal and formal learning settings. The design-based research used to create the learning environment created a context for gathering artifacts high school students found meaningful and interviewing them about their perspectives of engineering. Friedrichsen and colleagues (2017) have a different purpose in using a diffusion of innovations framework to understand use of their concept warehouse over a three-year period of annual macrocycles. For example, they ask "Do different communication channels correspond to differences in types of demonstrated user knowledge and to the proportion of users who reach the implementation stage in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycles reported</th>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Paper features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple, iterative design cycles</td>
<td>Dasgupta, 2019</td>
<td>· Explains and justifies revisions over time to principles/conjectures or the object of design (e.g., curriculum, tools, frameworks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diefes-Dux et al., 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finelli et al., 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hira &amp; Hynes, 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Langman et al., 2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moore et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newstetter, 2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Todd et al., 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One design cycle or one aspect</td>
<td>Blanchard et al., 2015–impact study</td>
<td>· Examines/investigates one version of the design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friedrichsen et al., 2017</td>
<td>· Explains design process that led to the version used in the publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gale et al., 2019</td>
<td>· Explains research questions and sources of evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guloy et al., 2017</td>
<td>· Conclusions/implications provide recommendations for future designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hardre et al., 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spell et al., 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tang, 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weber et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yueh et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
innovation-decision process?" (p. 179) Gale et al. (2019) explore variations in implementation of the same materials by two different middle school teachers. Blanchard et al. (2015) conducted an impact study of their design as part of their research project. Other authors report on early stages of design. In all cases, the authors are attempting to explore specific aspects, phases, or characteristics of what they are designing. The authors also acknowledge that what is reported is part of a larger design-based research project.

Conjectures, Principles and Embodiment of Designs

As discussed previously, design conjectures or principles are a signature component of design-based research. For each article, we either used (1) a set of principles or conjectures specifically described that way or (2) inferred based on what was being designed and the design process if the authors stated characteristics or guidance that was shaping the design process and the designs that were developed. Table 3 summarizes the different design embodiments in the articles. For instance, Hira and Hynes (2019) describe the design process for an interest-based engineering challenge framework including three principles: “be human-centered,” “have broad themes,” and “involve the making of artefacts” (p. 114), with details shaped by multiple cycles of design. Revision of the operationalization of those principles resulted in guidance for each principle such as “include authentic clients (real or fictional)” and “themes can either be chosen by the student team or be broad enough that students’ teams can choose a topical interest within the theme” (p. 114). The principles were used to make pedagogical choices and design tasks for the learning environment.

One group of articles focused on curriculum design and implementation in the form of modules, tasks, or whole courses (Blanchard et al., 2015; Gale et al., 2019; Hardre et al., 2010; Hira & Hynes, 2019; Langman et al., 2019; Newstetter, 2005; Spelt et al., 2015; Tang, 2013; Todd et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2011; Yueh et al., 2014). Guiding principles for the modules often included supporting students’ engagement in meaningful or relevant engineering contexts (e.g., Langman et al., 2019; Newstetter, 2005). These curricular designs also reflected engineering practices (e.g., problem solving, design-based learning, modeling, multidisciplinary teams, collaboration). For instance, Blanchard et al. (2015) designed an after-school robotics club for middle school called Beyond Blackboards, which was “a project rooted in the design principles of contextualized, inquiry-oriented instruction; socially relevant design problems and collaborative problem solving” (p. 2). Other projects also emphasized the need to increase students’ understanding of engineering not only in terms of specific content but also as a career and a discipline. This served both increasing students’ interest in wanting to pursue engineering as a career (e.g., Blanchard et al., 2015) but also areas of engineering that might be less familiar (e.g., Newstetter, 2005, in biomedical engineering; Weber et al., 2014, on environmental science; Yueh et al., 2014, on nanotechnology). Hardre et al. (2010) designed a professional development program for teachers to help them understand and implement science and engineering in their classrooms in meaningful, authentic ways by engaging them in research with university faculty.

A second group of articles focused on pedagogical tools, frameworks, or learning supports that might go beyond a particular course or content area (e.g., Dasgupta, 2019; Diefes-Dux et al., 2010; Friedrichsen et al., 2017; Guloy et al., 2017). The resources were often designed to support problem-based learning, inquiry-based instruction, or other related models where
students might need more support, or where aspects of instruction might be novel for students and instructors. For instance, Diefes-Dux et al. (2010) developed assessment tools for students working on modeling tasks and teaching assistants who needed a reliable and valid way to evaluate student work. Friedrichsen et al.’s (2017) concept warehouse included assessment tools and a resource repository for supporting concept-based instruction in chemical engineering. In terms of learning supports, Guloy et al. (2017) designed a paired learning support for undergraduate students and Dasgupta (2019) designed improvable models to scaffold students solving engineering challenges. Similar to the curriculum resources described previously, conjectures and principles underlying these designs also focused on engineering disciplinary practice, student engagement or interest, and supporting students’ learning of complex content and practices (e.g., collaboration). The tools also needed to be usable by the intended users (e.g., teaching assistants, course instructors). Conjectures and principles sometimes included practical elements such as “...to maintain fidelity to characteristics of high performance as described by engineering experts and to obtain reliable scoring by graduate teaching assistants.” (Diefes-Dux et al., 2010, p. 807).

A third set of articles focused on the design of frameworks to inform the engineering education, teaching, learning, or practice at a larger scale (e.g., Finelli et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2014). In Finelli et al. (2015), the design is a taxonomy of keywords for engineering education research. Moore et al. (2014) developed the Framework for Quality K–12 Engineering Education. These two resources go beyond specific content areas, courses, or pedagogical practices. Rather they were developed to inform the wider community. For Finelli et al., that community is engineering education researchers and practitioners. For Moore et al. (2014), that community includes engineering educators and researchers but also education policymakers, teachers, and leaders at the K–12 level. Both tools have specific purposes and goals. The underlying principles for both included aspects of usability, meaningfulness, and being reflective of engineering and engineering education as disciplines.

Methodologically, design-based research supports the design of resources and tools alongside the analysis of underlying theoretical and practical conjectures (Sandoval, 2014). The papers we analyzed exemplified this feature by stating these underlying principles or conjectures. Then, investigators analyzed the use or implementation of the resulting tools (e.g., Gale et al., 2019). Investigators might also revisit the conjectures themselves in the publication (e.g., Hira & Hynes, 2019; Newstetter, 2005). The final design and the principles should be improved by the end of the project. The design process then informs the creation of future resources and the understanding of the theories that underlie the design.

Discussion & Implications

All researchers framed their focal problem, research goals, and/or research questions within their educational settings. All researchers offered justification and grounding for their study choices through conjectures and working theory of how their embodied designs may address the problem. All 17 studies provided details about the designs-in-action and needed adaptations to improve designs to address working theory and project goals. In seven studies, the researchers referenced specific theories to support the development of their working theory/conjectures and embodied designs (e.g., Friedrichsen et al., 2017; Dasgupta, 2019; Hira & Hynes, 2019; Newstetter, 2005; Spelt et al., 2015; Tang, 2013; Todd et al., 2011). The working theories may be strengthened by additional support from an established theoretical base. Many of the papers described the iterations and cycles of design they used. The authors also addressed a variety of designs across K–12, higher education, and engineering education research in general, although we detected a lack of research involving K–3 learners, and just one study including grades 4–5 learners (e.g., Hira & Hynes, 2019). Further, the papers represent a variety of research methods across quantitative, qualitative, and mixed data collection and analysis which is reflective of the different stages of design and implementation they were investigating.

However, while all papers included identified themselves as design-based research, they varied in terms of explaining some typical aspects of design-based research. Data collection and design cycles sometimes included a range of stakeholder perspectives including teachers or instructors, expert review, or analysis (e.g., Finelli et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2014), engineering content experts (Diefes-Dux et al., 2010), or other students (e.g., Hira & Hynes, 2019; Langman et al., 2019). Particularly for articles that described multiple cycles of design or were explaining early-stage work, the data collection included explicit attention to review by other experts or pilot testing with students/teachers. This kind of review and data collection is a critical point of understanding possible points of failure and improvement before a design is used more broadly.

Theoretical frameworks offer a starting place for planning and initial study design. For instance, theoretical frameworks about learning guide the creation of curriculum materials or pedagogical approaches. Dasgupta (2019) presents clear implications for how theory informed the design and how students’ interaction with the curriculum contributes to theory about students’ engagement. However, what is less clear in some of the papers is how findings then contribute to theoretical frameworks or offer revisions to theory. For engineering education research, there is also a parallel growth happening between the use of design-based research frameworks and the growth of an engineering education research more broadly. Only one paper was published before 2010 (Newstetter, 2005). As engineering education has needed more research about teaching and learning alongside the design of resources to support new pedagogies, design-based research will hopefully continue to support the design of frameworks and guiding principles that can be used in many settings. Given a focus on meaningful and relevant contexts for learning, there is a need not just for tasks and curriculum but also mechanisms for
local design and creation of such resources to fit current needs. Projects focused in some cases are areas where students might have less knowledge (e.g., biomedical engineering, nanotechnology, environmental science) but that represent areas that would broaden their understanding of the practice and discipline of engineering in new ways thereby helping more students view engineering as a possible career path.

Projects also reflected attention to increasing interest and engagement in engineering by working with more diverse sets of learners. However, topics of equity were limited to a few articles (e.g., Blanchard et al., 2015, worked in a “Hispanic-majority school district”). The theoretical frameworks represented did not generally include critical theories or other frameworks reflected in studies of diversity in learners’ knowledge and perspectives. Design-based research projects in other education research disciplines have explored these issues (e.g., Gutiérrez & Jurow, 2016; Hermes et al., 2012; Stromholt & Bell, 2018). Hira and Hynes (2019) engage a humanist perspective on learning that is aligned with these perspectives; however, this is an area where design-based research could be used to understand different contexts and varied learner experiences, knowledge, and perspectives. This would move beyond only seeking to increase interest in engineering to also valuing and engaging diverse perspectives on engineering.

There are a few areas where design-based research could contribute to engineering education research. Broadly, there are existing studies in curriculum design or other studies of pedagogical strategies that could use design-based research as a framework for conducting the research. Then, other researchers or instructors would have better understanding of the design principles and how those might generalize to other contexts. For instance, there is a need for developing K–12 engineering teaching and for helping teachers understand engineering learning (National Academies of Science, 2020). Our review included a few studies focused on in-service teachers (those who are already teaching K–12), but design-based research would support the development of courses and curriculum for pre-service teachers. Design-based research could explore the kinds of school-based experiences in engineering learning that pre-service teachers need or the development of courses for elementary engineering teaching and learning. Design-based research frameworks could engage the design process, the development of learning progressions for elementary engineering teaching, or the theories that would support the classroom practices pre-service teachers need to learn for integrating engineering and other disciplines. The design of learning progressions generally would be an area for expansion in engineering education research. Another area for growth is the study of interdisciplinarity in engineering and students’ learning in interdisciplinary contexts as described in a recent review of the research in this area (Van den Beemt et al., 2020). For example, their review raises questions about assessment design for interdisciplinary projects: The kinds of scaffolding and supports for interdisciplinary learning could be addressed by design-based research that would result in principles that could be used across multiple contexts or settings.

The design-based research projects included in this systematic review could also be improved either in the reporting or the conduct of the study. We did not conduct an evaluation of the quality of the research methodologies, but most studies included qualitative and quantitative data which is consistent with design-based research (Bakker, 2018). Common challenges for researchers are deciding (a) what to report from a project and (b) how much data to include. For the purposes of a systematic review, we were cautious about focusing on what was reported because we recognize from our own experience and the reporting of other projects that there may be data and questions that are beyond the scope of an individual paper. At the same time, given that design-based researchers are often simultaneously designing and investigating the design, they need to be especially attentive to bias, reliability, and validity when reporting on their work. In describing a design process, it is important to report on failures as well as successes. For instance, Newstetter (2005) provides an account of the pieces of the scaffolding for students’ learning that didn’t work and the pieces that did work. This requires an epistemological shift from looking only for what works to also understanding what worked in what contexts and reporting changes in the design over time. Such changes are not research design flaws, but a natural part of the design-based research process that need to be documented for the benefit of those attempting similar approaches.

Limitations
A clear limitation of any systematic literature review is that authors are limited by the space available in their articles. In our case, we only included peer-reviewed journal articles. Some projects were grounded in dissertations (e.g., Dasgupta, 2019), which may provide further information about the study. Some projects were one phase of a larger study (e.g., the impact study by Blanchard et al., 2015) or one aspect of a larger study (e.g., Tang, 2013). The three overview papers we did not include in our detailed analysis provide descriptions of long-term projects that evolved over many years (e.g., Bernhard, 2010; Chiu & Linn, 2011; Marshall & Berland, 2012). Such overviews are helpful for understanding overarching frameworks, revision over time, and the larger context of a design-based research project.

For design-based researchers, there are often many complex layers and cycles in any study. Sometimes this is considered an overwhelming amount of data (Wang & Hannafin, 2005; Sandoval, 2014), but it also means that collections of papers might be published by an interdisciplinary team of researchers. While journals are important for a peer review process, and indeed were targeted for this systematic review, we recognize that other types of publications are valuable for presenting the larger scope of a project. Alternatively, teams should attend to what disciplines may be interested in different aspects as
they investigate not only engineering education but math and science education, educational psychology, learning sciences, teacher education, higher education, or other disciplines.

There may also be projects that share some features of design-based research but do not claim to be design-based research, and therefore were not picked up in our keyword search of the databases or included in our analysis. For instance, Cunningham et al. (2020) frame design principles for creating elementary engineering curriculum and have conducted studies about that curriculum. However, to our knowledge, they do not describe their work as design-based research in the papers they have published. There are other researchers engaged in curriculum design, studies of pedagogical tools, studies of educational technology and other resources for engineering education that do not characterize their work as design-based research. One of our goals in this paper is to encourage such researchers to incorporate the tools of design-based research as an epistemological framework that might be useful for organizing and carrying out such work. It would be worth exploring how researchers in engineering education are conceptualizing the design of such resources, but that is beyond the scope of our work here.

Conclusions
In this systematic review we sought to understand how design-based research has been used in engineering education. We found 17 relevant studies published in peer-reviewed journals and analyzed them for elements of design-based research. All 17 studies rooted their work in problems of practice noted within the field. Half described a single macrocycle, or phase of data collection and analysis of a design in action. The other half described multiple cycles of data collection and analysis in a larger design-based research project. These findings suggest that design-based research is useful to describe various aspects of research, particularly in single-macrocycle reports where the focus is on specific elements that can impact thinking in the field. The level of detail and amount of data collected in design-based research projects tends to be vast, and in order to provide deep and rich description of particular project aspects, papers that report a slice of a larger project are useful.

Our second goal for this systematic review was to explore ways in which design-based epistemology for research is particularly meaningful for engineering education. Overwhelmingly, these 17 studies demonstrate that design-based research is important in understanding how interventions and designs worked in specific engineering contexts. The breadth of the studies shows that engineering education is concerned with a wide array of topics and problems of practice. As designs are further developed and need study in new contexts, design-based implementation research as a variation of design-based research may be helpful (e.g., Penuel et al., 2011). We only found one article that described itself as design-based implementation research (Gale et al., 2019); however, this is a framework that is expanding in disciplines such as mathematics and science education for investigations at the district-level or at larger scale (e.g., Cobb et al., 2017; Penuel & Fishman, 2012). The studies in our review were largely situated in one school or a few classrooms so questions of scale represent a future frontier for design-based research in engineering education.

Given that engineering blends theoretical and empirical research to create pragmatic value (Reinking & Bradley, 2008), design-based research is well matched for engineering education research. Our findings echo those of Anderson and Shattuck (2012), who noted that design-based research is germane to education research, as it “seeks to increase the impact, transfer, and translation of education research into improved practice” (p. 16). The assembled studies in this review examined pragmatic problems of effective labs and coursework, increased student engagement and interest in STEM careers, plus frameworks, taxonomies, and databases to guide instruction and research. Underlying each article reviewed herein were sound conjectures (Sandoval, 2014) and principles (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012) of design-based research.
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